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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon Mr. Chairman and commissioners, thank you for the opportunity to discuss Amendment 2 to the North Carolina Striped Mullet FMP. As Dan mentioned in the previous presentation, I am Jeffrey Dobbs, co-lead for the striped mullet FMP and next to me is Daniel Zapf, the other co-lead.



Background
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Fishery Management Plan:
• Adopted April 2006
• Established minimum and maximum commercial landings triggers of 1.3 and 3.1 million pounds
• Established a daily possession limit of 200 mullets (white and striped combined) per person per day 

in the recreational fishery

Amendment 1:
• Resolved issues with Newport River gill net attendance and mitigate known user group conflicts
• Updated minimum and maximum commercial landings triggers to 1.13 and 2.76 million pounds

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To begin I’d like to take a minute to review some background material, beginning with the original FMP.The Fishery Management Plan wasAdopted April 2006.It established minimum and maximum commercial landings triggers of 1.3 and 3.1 million pounds. The triggers were based off of average commercial landings during the range of years used in the stock assessment. If a trigger was hit, the division would re-evaluate the data to determine what was driving the change.Established a daily possession limit of 200 mullets (white and striped combined) per person per day in the recreational fisheryAmendment 1:Resolved issues with Newport River gill net attendance and mitigate known user group conflictsUpdated minimum and maximum commercial landings triggers to 1.13 and 2.76 million pounds



Stock Assessment (2022)
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• Terminal year 2019
• Stock is overfished
• Overfishing is occurring
• Management required to address sustainability

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Moving on to the current FMP cycle; The commission was presented with the results of the peer reviewed 2022 stock assessment at their May meeting.Results of the 2022 striped mullet benchmark stock assessment indicates the North Carolina striped mullet stock is overfished and overfishing is occurring in the terminal year of the assessment (2019). Management actions in Amendment 2 will focus on ending overfishing and rebuilding the spawning stock biomass to provide sustainable harvest. On the two figures at the bottom you’ll see horizontal solid and dashed black lines. On both figures, the solid lines represent the threshold and the dashed lines represent the target.The figure on the left shows fishing mortality calculated by the model. The threshold is the highest fishing mortality the stock can handle while still being sustainable, the target is where we want fishing mortality to be to provide the most benefit to the stock and the fishery. Fishing mortality in 2019 is above the threshold indicating overfishing is occurring, the catch rate is too high. The stock has been experiencing overfishing since 2012 and fishing mortality has been above the target since 2000.The figure on the right shows spawning stock biomass calculated by the model, which is the amount of mature females in the population. The threshold is the lowest biomass the stock can maintain and still be sustainable. If biomass is under this line, the stock is overfished. The target is where we want biomass to be to provide the most benefit.The spawning stock biomass is below the threshold in 2019 indicating the stock is overfished, there are not enough mature females in the population to maintain the stock. The stock has been overfished since 2002 and below the target since 1991. 



FMP Timeline
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• Division holds public scoping period

• Marine Fisheries Commission approve goal and objectives of FMP

• Division drafts FMP

• Division holds FMP workshop to further develop draft FMP with advisory committee

• Division updates draft FMP

• Marine Fisheries Commission reviews draft FMP and votes to send for public and advisory 
committee review

• Public and advisory committee review period

• Marine Fisheries Commission selects preferred management options

• DEQ Secretary reports FMP progress to legislative bodies for review

• Marine Fisheries Commission votes to adopt the FMP

• Division and Marine Fisheries Commission implement management strategies

• Sept 26 – Oct 7, 2022

• Nov 2022

• Nov 2022 – May 2023

• June 2023

• June – July 2023

• Aug 2023

• Oct 2023

• Nov 2023

• Dec 2023 – Jan 2024

• Feb 2024

• March 2024

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As Corrin discussed during the FMP presentation, we are in the second step of the FMP process today with Striped Mullet. With the information you provide us today and the public input through scoping in mind, we will be developing Amendment 2. The PDT will have FMP Advisory Committee workshops to further develop the plan in 2023. 



Scoping Period 

The Scoping Process Serves To:
1. Provide notice to the public that a formal review of the FMP is underway 

by the division.
2. Inform the public of the stock status (if available).
3. Solicit public input on the list of potential management strategies identified 

by the division or identify other relevant strategies for consideration.
4. Recruit potential advisors to serve on the AC for the FMP.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The scoping process serves to:Provide notice to the public that a formal review of the FMP is underway by the division.Inform the public of the stock status of the species (if available).Solicit public input on the list of potential management strategies identified by the division or identify other relevant strategies for consideration.Recruit potential advisors to serve on the AC for the FMP.



Scoping Period 

Outcome of Scoping Period:
• Scoping Period for Striped mullet Amendment 2 was held Sep. 26 through Oct. 7, 2022
• More than 60 people attended three meetings and 153 responses to an online 

questionnaire were received
• Comments centered on: 

oConcerns over stock assessment results
oNeed for regional management
oGear specific management
oYear-round fishing needs
oSupport for adaptive management
oRecreational harvest concerns
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Review Outcome of Scoping Period:Striped Mullet Scoping Period for Amendment 2 occurred from September 26 through October 7, 2022. The division held 3 meetings in Manteo, Morehead City, and Wilmington where more than 60 people attended in person or virtually.Additionally, 153 people provided comment through online responses to the scoping questionnaireComments centered on: Concerns over the stock assessment, including the results and the terminal year being 2019Stakeholders at all 3 meetings reiterated the need for regional management. They stressed that the seasonality, market, and fishing methods vary significantly across the stateThe public gave support for gear specific management through either minimum or maximum gill net mesh sizes to reduce bycatch or exclude large females from the gearStakeholders at the meetings and through questionnaire responses expressed the need for year-round fishing. Many commercial fishermen rely on striped mullet for most of the year. They commented that, depending on region, the bait and meat market can be just as valuable, if not more so, than the roe marketThe public repeatedly expressed support for adaptive management. The division heard that from commercial fishermen’s experience, once regulations are put in, they don’t go away. They would like to build a mechanism into the plan where if the stock improves, regulations could be eased. They also made it very clear that the metric used to assess stock health should NOT be based on landings.The public also expressed recreational harvest concerns. The division heard comments that folks were uneasy about the accuracy of MRIP estimates, worries about the high number of finger mullet harvested, and user conflict associated with recreational cast netting



Action Item: Vote on FMP Goal and Objectives

Goal: 
• Manage the striped mullet fishery to achieve a self-sustaining population that provides sustainable 

harvest using science-based decision-making processes. 

Objectives:
• Implement management strategies within North Carolina that sustain and/or restore the striped 

mullet spawning stock with adequate age structure abundance to maintain recruitment potential and 
prevent overfishing.

• Promote the restoration, enhancement, and protection of critical habitat and environmental quality in 
a manner consistent with the Coastal Habitat Protection Plan, to maintain or increase growth, 
survival, and reproduction of the striped mullet stock. 

• Use biological, social, economic, fishery, habitat, and environmental data to effectively monitor and 
manage the fishery and its ecosystem impacts.

• Advance stewardship of the North Carolina striped mullet stock by promoting practices that minimize 
bycatch and discard mortality. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Your action item today is to approve the draft goals and objectives. The Goal is…. Read slide



Discussion and Input on Potential Management Strategies
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The division has identified 5 potential management strategies for the striped mullet fmp amendment 2. Sustainable harvest is where the bulk of quantifiable measures will come from. The strategies to attain sustainable harvest include: quota management, fishing season, trip limits, size limits, fishing days and gear modificationsReductions from the recreational fishery are difficult to quantify due to data limitations. To address this, the division hopes to better characterize the fishery. Within recreational fishery management, strategies could include measures that support sustainable harvest, non-quantifiable management measures, and addressing the use of mullet as cut bait in the mutilated finfish ruleThe MFC passed a motion to not initiate rulemaking on small mesh gill nets but refer the issue through the FMP process for each species. Small mesh gill net issues include regulatory complexity, bycatch reduction, and user conflict. Restrictions on small mesh gill nets could help to support sustainable harvestThe stop net fishery is a historically important fishery that has had issues with bycatch and user conflicts. The amendment presents an opportunity to address the effectiveness of current management, and investigate new management to support sustainable harvest.Finally, the designation of seasonal or permanent migration corridors where harvest of striped mullet or certain fishing gears are not allowed could be used to provide additional protection to the spawning stock.



Next Steps

Next Steps
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Moving forward the next steps areThe Division will develop a first draft of Amendment 2; That process will take place Now through May 2023The Division PDT will work with the FMP AC at Workshops to develop second draft of Amendment 2 in June 2023The Draft Amendment 2 will be brought back to the MFC for approval to go for public and AC review at August 2023 meeting



Action Items and Input

Action Items
• Vote on final approval of Amendment 2 goal and objectives
Input
• Provide input on potential management strategies for Amendment 2
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Questions?



Discussion and Input on Potential Management Strategies
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the commission’s first and best opportunity to provide input on what management strategies the division should include in the fishery management plan. The five potential management strategies provided here are just examples, and discussion does not need to be limited to these strategies.



Action Item: Vote on FMP Goal and Objectives

Goal: 
• Manage the striped mullet fishery to achieve a self-sustaining population that provides sustainable 

harvest using science-based decision-making processes. 

Objectives:
• Implement management strategies within North Carolina that sustain and/or restore the striped 

mullet spawning stock with adequate age structure abundance to maintain recruitment potential and 
prevent overfishing.

• Promote the restoration, enhancement, and protection of critical habitat and environmental quality in 
a manner consistent with the Coastal Habitat Protection Plan, to maintain or increase growth, 
survival, and reproduction of the striped mullet stock. 

• Use biological, social, economic, fishery, habitat, and environmental data to effectively monitor and 
manage the fishery and its ecosystem impacts.

• Advance stewardship of the North Carolina striped mullet stock by promoting practices that minimize 
bycatch and discard mortality. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Your action item today is to approve the draft goals and objectives. The Goal is…. Read slide
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